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The pen is mightier..When a heiress is kidnapped, P.I. (and witch par excellence), Jill Gooder, is

ordered not to get involved. Whoops! And why is Winky acting so 'normal'?..but the custard creams

are tastier.
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I really like these books and have been reading them so far from book one in order. I like everything

about the book except one thing, the cat. I get a talking cat but one who is writing a book on the

computer, ordering online, and using a smart phone for social media? Its too far fetch. Its an odd

thing to say I realize since this whole book is far fetch but the cats actions make me role my eyes

every time.

Another title mismatch. What bubble? Nothing dramatic happened! The story does continue, just

adding a sister for Mrs. V. who has all the same characteristics of the other annoying characters.

Some funny scenes, but mostly the story rambles. The kidnapping does have an interesting twist or



two, but the resolution is rather abrupt and doesn't really make a lot of sense. A lot more knitting

involved with the tea and cupcakes and the custard creams. There should be more meringues

involved, all air and fluff just like all the side situations in this series. Still waiting for something to

happen.

I love this series. Just finished this one and onto the next. Each book in this series is really good,

sometimes I start laughing out loud. These books are great stores and such a great way to relax

and get rid of stress - for awhile anyway - as long as you are reading these. I highly recommend this

series.

If you aren't reading the Witch is When series, you absolutely should be! I haven't enjoyed a

supernatural cozy as much as I have these stories, and the new installment lived up to my

expectations. Jill is funny, irreverent and smart. Winky is a total hoot, and the rest of the characters

are so alive and well written. I can't wait for more!

Private Detective Jill Gooder can't resist the lure of human crimes and is once again thrust in the

middle of a mysterious kidnapping. Her special skills thwart the devious mind of the bad guy while

holding off the mean tricks of o rogue witch. Reviewed by Frank Dibbell.

Ok, book 5 into the series, the stupid cat is still irritating and provides nothing to the series. The

twins are still bickering, although Jill is at least asking them to stop. And Jill is just mean to her

Grandma. The old lady is teaching her how to be an awesome witch, has saved her life, and Jill is

trying to get her arrested for selling magic wool? Also, they ditch the poor old lady then get mad

when grandma casts a raining spell. This series would do better to focus on the mysteries, and flesh

out the characters a little more, and stay away from the petty bickering and dramatics. Also, we've

been hearing about this nemesis, the Dark One. It's time we got a little info about who he is.

Another great story!! Jill is becoming her own person. Watching her mature, in each book, is so

much fun. Her "new" family are hilarious! I can't wait to see what Grandma comes up with, next.

I liked the first one OK, enough to read through the next few, but unless they get better, I'm done.

Jill has become increasingly unlikable as the books go on. In this book she is seriously repellent.

There is never a point to anything, she sort of incidentally solves cases here and there but it is never



very interesting. I'm really not understanding the great reviews this book especially gets.She is a

doormat when she shouldn't be (very frequently with her sister Kathy and in this book she lets

Kathy's children blackmail her for no good reason). Maxwell doesn't listen to her explanation and

treats her like crap but as soon as she saves the day and he asks her out all is forgiven. And her

only reason for even working on the case is to spite him despite the fact she had real concerns

about being involved in the first place.She's rude and self-centered and vindictive without enough

redeeming qualities or humor for it to be OK. She uses magic frequently in her job - therefore she

profits in the human world by it, but is so irritated about having her grandmother around - the

grandmother who has been taking the time to teach her to become the higher level witch she wants

to be (and likely preparing her to face off against The Dark One who we have yet to meet 5 books

in, which will probably save her life) - that she is considering having her grandmother arrested by

the rogue witch finder.It also never feels like the story progresses much - it is so slow and filled with

too much fluff. I have the other books - thank you Kindle Unlimited - so I didn't pay for them, but I'm

seriously wondering if it will ultimately be worth continuing to spend time on these. Please tell me it

gets better.
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